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Typical corner inside the arcade – rigid bird mesh keeps the lead clean but prevents access to the tops of the cills.
The mesh is part trapped by the cable trays now added all sides. Uplight strip fittings now fixed on the cills.

Typical detail – open joints between and open holes in the cill stones. Mesh behind cable tray.
Light fitting brackets fixed over open joints, impeding cill repairs and use of the cills for safe access equipment to the
outside of the tower

Photos of the top of the cill from the 2014 Quinquennial Report

Access for work
The damaged parts of the tower are between 31m and 36m above ground.
Safety for passer-by on two sides and for the vestry roofs under the other sides will be essential.
Part of the car park would be needed for secure storage and welfare.
Fallen cornice stone
The fallen part was the cantilevered moulded front (about 40cm deep, 21 cm high) of a deeper stone whose
root is still in place bonded under massive and thick parapet cap stones. Matching moulded stone should be
fixed in its place, solidly bedded at back, top and sides. Rather than cut out the root and attempt to slide a
complete new stone root into the void, risking movement above, the root should be dressed to a smooth
face and a new front fixed to it and the stones each side with non-corroding dowels drilled and resined
across the joints.

APPENDED – SAMPLE PHOTOS

South top cornice and frieze December 2018

Detail of South top cornice A – instead of throwing off all water as designed, wash through open joints begins to
damage the joint edges of the top cornice course, the surfaces of its lower course and of the carved frieze below

West side – at ashlars edge decay from open joints, loss of face of ashlars R of the centre carved corbel March 2018

South side – similar to West but with fallen cornice, more losses from string courses, face decay of ashlars at SE corner

South side – the fallen cornice with string course below broken perhaps by the falling cornice. March 2018
Note one arcade pier stands on the back of a parapet outer cap stone most of which was previously supported by the
missing cornice.

